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Abstract
The investigation of aircraft accidents not only provides engineering challenges in determining failure modes that might have lead to the accident but also provides designers with data to use in preventing future similar accidents. Air travel is extremely safe and aircraft are designed for failure rates of less than one in a billion. Yet, accidents do occur and some of these accidents are the result of engineering and design issues. The investigation of aviation accidents requires expertise in the areas of aircraft performance, powerplants, systems and systems integration, structures, human factors engineering, safety analysis, computer programming, and metallurgical analysis. The very occurrence of an accident indicates a situation has taken place that was outside of the original designers’ assumptions. Often an accident investigation requires innovative and complex engineering analysis involving computer simulations and test protocols to simulate or safely recreate the conditions that lead to an accident. In some cases, these simulations and tests exceed those that were required for the certification of the aircraft. Regulatory agencies and designers use the data collected from accident investigations to modify designs, operational procedures, and certification requirements.
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